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Nucleonica turns 5!
Dear Nucleonica Users,



What’s New in Nucleonica



Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
9th Edition (2015)

5 years ago, we set out on a mission to build the most innovative technical
resource for knowledge creation and competence preservation for the worldwide
nuclear science community. Our vision was to not only to provide scientists,
engineers and technical personnel in the field with the best software solutions
available, but also to create a sustainable home for the nuclear science
community on the web.



Training Courses

Here are some highlights from the past 5 years:
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We have established the leading nuclear science portal with thousands of
users worldwide from universities, government research organizations
and private companies and thereby created a truly global community.



We developed over 40 state of the art nuclear science software
solutions, which have delivered almost 4 million calculations over the
past five years.



Since we started back in 2011, all Nucleonica applications have
undergone major upgrades with a view to improving user-friendliness
and calculation response times.



In 2015, we have also released the new 9th print Edition of the Karlsruhe
Nuclide Chart, containing 147 new nuclides and 1497 nuclide updates
compared to the 2012 edition.

Still working hard to make Nucleonica even better, in 2016 we plan to introduce
new web applications. Since we are constantly looking to extend the scope of
Nucleonica, new application proposals from our users are very welcome. So, if
you have an idea for an innovative nuclear science software application, please
do not hesitate to contact us at joseph.magill@nucleonica.com.
We would also like to encourage our users who are currently not making full use
of our range of applications to upgrade to Premium in order to obtain the full
potential of Nucleonica.
On the following pages, this Newsletter informs you in more detail about our
recent Nucleonica developments, the new 9th print Edition (2015) of the
Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart, and the 2015 Nucleonica Training Courses. Hopefully
you find this of interest.
Finally, thanks to all our partners and customers for their continued support and
best wishes for 2016.
Sincerely yours,
Joseph Magill
Managing Director
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What's New in Nucleonica (2015)
1. webKORIGEN++
webKORIGEN is an isotope generation and depletion application in Nucleonica
for simulating power reactors. Starting with a given initial reactor fuel or target
nuclide(s), it calculates the time evolution of nuclide densities changing due to
decays and neutron-induced reactions, and determines derived nuclear
properties such as masses, activities, heat releases, radiotoxicities, emission of
radiation, etc.
Target irradiations can be simulated in neutron spectra corresponding to PWR,
BWR and Fast Reactors or a dedicated facility with thermal neutrons.
In the neutron activation mode, sub-critical systems can also be investigated.
Fertile materials (U238, Th232, etc.) can be irradiated in the reactor systems
listed above to investigate, for example, the approach to criticality.
More information on the
webKORIGEN++ the
application

See also …
webKORIGEN++ Case
Studies

A 66-page colour brochure
describing all the
applications and features in
Nucleonica is available. The
pdf can be downloaded from
our website

In 2015, the webKORIGEN application has undergone a major revision. The new
version of the application, webKORIGEN++ to denote the improved properties,
has the following new features:
– all graphs have been upgraded. The data can be zoomed and panned to a
particular region of interest. Through the use of the cross-hair, the data for a
particular curve or set of curves can be examined.
– graphs can be downloaded in a number of standard formats. In addition the
graph data can be downloaded in xml and csv formats for further processing.
– the element / nuclide filter is now more intuitive to use.
– in Mode 1, Reactor irradiation, in addition to masses and moles, the output in
other quantities now available (activities, decay heat, etc.).
– wiki page has been extensively revised.
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2. Gamma Spectrum Generator, GSG++
The Gamma Spectrum Generator is an interactive web-accessible application
which can be used to simulate the gamma spectrum of radioactive substances.
The simulator presents an efficient visual teaching aid that is especially useful in
training facilities which have restrictions on the use of radioactive substances,
or when sources of special interest (e.g. spent fuel, enriched U, weapon grade
Pu or other highly radiotoxic materials) are not readily available.

More information on the
Gamma Spectrum Generator
(GSG)++

The GSG / GSG Pro applications have undergone major revision. The new
versions of the applications, GSG++/GSG Pro++ to denote the improved
properties, have the following new features:
– all graphs have been upgraded. The data can be zoomed and scanned to a
particular region of interest. Through the use of the cross-hair, the data for a
particular curve or set of curves can be examined.
– graphs can be downloaded in a number of standard formats. In addition the
graph data can be downloaded in xml and csv formats for further processing.
– for nuclide mixtures containing many components, a new paging feature
allows the user to see details of all components nuclides.
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3. Fission yields++
This application allows the user to investigate fission products and yields from a
variety of fission parents (fissioning systems).
Depending on the library (JEFF, ENDF, JENDL), the type of fission (spontaneous,
thermal, fast, high energy) and various filters (e.g. half-life), the application
lists the fission products and their yields (independent and cumulative).

More information on the
Fission Yields++

The Fission Yield application has undergone a major revision. The new version
of the application, Fission Yields++ to denote the improved properties, has the
following features:
– for fission systems containing many components, a new paging feature allows
the user to see details of all fission product yields.
– additional mass chain yields can be shown in the same graph. This allows the
user to compare yields, for example, for fission by thermal, fast and high
energy neutrons (see graph above).
– fission yields, for a particular fission product, resulting from different fission
parents, neutron energies, and libraries can be compared directly.
– for the selected primary fission product of interest, all possible fission
reactions giving rise to this product are listed.
– all graphs have been upgraded. The data can be zoomed and scanned to a
particular region of interest. Through the use of the cross-hair, the data for a
particular curve or set of curves can be examined.
– graphs can be downloaded in a number of standard formats. In addition the
graph data can be downloaded in xml and csv formats for further processing.
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4. Nuclide Explorer++
After many years of successful operation, Nucleonica’s Nuclide Explorer has
undergone a major revision to give even better performance. The new version,
Nuclide Explorer++, has the following new and updated features:
– the number of calls to the Nucleonica webservers has been considerably
reduced giving the impression of a “standalone” application.
– the main user interface has been re-designed to provide access to a greater
usable area of the nuclide chart and more intuitive use.
– a new point and click feature allows zooming into to particular nuclides or
regions of the nuclide chart in addition to standard zoom-in zoom-out buttons.
– the new version of the Nuclide Explorer has been tested on Firefox, Chrome
and IE browsers. We strongly advise using Firefox or Chrome to view this Chart.

More information on the
Nuclide Explorer++
application

– the application has been optimised for viewing different nuclear datafiles.
Currently the JEFF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.1 can be viewed. Statistics on the total
number of ground and metastable states and for selected operations (e.g.
number nuclides in a decay tree) are given.
– Show Decay feature allows the user to see the decay tree or highlight
daughter nuclides of a selected nuclide in the chart.
– the filter decay mode panel has been improved to give information on the
total number of nuclides with particular decay modes.
– a right mouse click leads to a new context sensitive menu which can be used
to launch other Nucleonica applications (e.g. Decay Engine, Dosimetry &
Shielding++, etc.) for the selected nuclide.

Highlighted decay tree
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5. Physical Constants++
Nucleonica’s data page on Physical Constants, Conversion Factors, Prefixes /
Greek Alphabet, and Radiological Limits, has been updated. The new application
– Physical Constants++ – has been improved regarding design and user
friendliness. These pages are updated regularly to provide Nucleonica users with
the latest values of the physical constants, conversion factors, etc. Information
on the data sources are given in the wiki help.

More information on
Physical Constants++

Physical constants in Nucleonica

Summary of radiological limits
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6. Universal Nuclide Chart, UNC++
Nucleonica’s Universal Nuclide Chart (UNC) has been rewritten as a standard
Nucleonica application to replace the Java applet version. In addition to
providing a nuclide chart viewer, radioactive decay chains and neutron reaction
paths can be simulated using the latest internationally evaluated nuclear data.
The new application, Universal Nuclide Chart, UNC++, has the following new
and updated features:
– the UNC++ application is no longer a Java applet and it is therefore not
necessary to install the Java runtime environment.
– the application runs directly in most modern browsers, in particular Chrome,
Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari etc.

More information on the
Universal Nuclide Chart
(UNC)++

Universal Nuclide Chart showing a simulation of the radioactive decay of U-238.
– the nuclide box structure showing ground and metastable states is now
similar to that used in the Nuclide Explorer++ and the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Online, KNCO++.
– nuclear data from different international datafiles can be selected. Currently
JEF2.2, JEFF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.1 are available.
– more detailed nuclear data is given for each nuclide consisting of: cross
section data and branching ratios for decay, capture, and fission; most
important gammas and X-rays and emission probabilities; decay modes,
daughter products and branching ratios; independent, cumulative and mass
chain thermal fission yields for the fission parents U235 and Pu239.
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7. Decay Engine for Large Nuclide Sets, DELNS++
Nucleonica’s Decay Engine for Large Nuclide Sets, DELNS, has been updated.
The application is particularly suitable for performing decay calculations with
large numbers of nuclides (nuclide sets). The new application – DELNS++ – has
the following new and updated features:
– A new summary grid, myInvertories, has been introduced which allows userfriendly management of the user inventory files. Inventory files can now be
uploaded, downloaded and deleted more easily.

More information on the
Decay Engine for Large
Nuclide Sets (DELNS)++

– a new RandomInventory generator allows the user to create a random
inventory of nuclides in a single operation. This feature allows for easy
generation of nuclide inventories and is particularly useful for “stress testing”
purposes.
– the graphical output is generated using SVG (scalable vector graphics). This
has many advantages, such as the possibility to zoom into sections of the
spectra for more detailed analyses. A new point and click feature allows
zooming into to particular regions of the graphical output in addition to standard
zoom-in zoom-out buttons.
– the new version of DELNS++ has been tested on Firefox, Chrome and IE
browsers. We strongly advise using Firefox or Chrome as browser.
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8. Nucleonica Scripting++
A new version of Nucleonica’s scripting application, Nucleonica Scripting++, has
been released. The new application has the following main features:
– Nucleonica’s Scripting++ provides an online lab for scientific applications
development for both beginners and advanced users. Scientists can create and
share their programs over the web.
– The programming language is JavaScript. JavaScript is a dynamic objectoriented general-purpose programming language which is easy to learn, and is
the most popular programming language worldwide.
– JavaScript will run on any computer. There is no software to install – all you
need is a modern web browser. JavaScript support is built into all the major
web browsers, including Internet Explorer, Firefox and Safari.

More information on
Nucleonica Scripting++

The Nucleonica Scripting++ application showing the source code and results
windows. Also shown is the code debugger.
– a major advantage of JavaScript is that all modern browsers have a built-in
debugger to detect syntax errors, logical errors, etc. in the code. With the
debugger, the user can set breakpoints where code execution can be stopped,
and examine variables while the code is executing. The debugger can be
activated using the F12 key.

For further information see
Nucleonica Premium Access

– The Nucleonica Scripting++ application allows the users to manage all files in
a single browser tab. Files can be created, executed, edited, deleted, uploaded
and downloaded.
– Users can develop own applications using and combining powerful Nucleonica
features such as the Nucleonica Grid and Nucleonica Graph.
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9. Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online, KNCO++
A completely new version of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online, KNCO++ has
been developed and implemented into Nucleonica (see image below).

Order Details:
The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Online (KNCO) is accessible
through the Nucleonica portal
http://www.nucleonica.com.
Access to the KNCO can be
ordered from:
info@nucleonica.com

The new Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online, KNCO++
The main advantages of this new version are:
– The main user interface has been re-designed to provide access to a greater
usable area of the nuclide chart and more intuitive use.
– It is no longer required to install the Microsoft Silverlight plugin.
– The new version of the KNCO++ has been tested on Firefox, Chrome and
Internet Explorer browsers. We strongly advise using Firefox or Chrome to view
this Chart.
– The new KNCO++ can also be used on mobile devices

The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online can also be used on mobile devices.
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Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Print versions of the
Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart…
Online shop

New 9th Edition (2015) of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Through a joint collaboration between Nucleonica GmbH and the European
Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC), the new 9th Edition of the Karlsruhe
Nuclide Chart has been published. In the new edition there are 147 new
nuclides not listed in the previous and 1497 updates. In total, nuclear data on
3992 experimentally observed nuclides are presented. The accompanying
booklet contains the multi-lingual “Explanation of the Chart of Nuclides” in
English, German, French, Spanish, Chinese and Russian. The booklet has been
substantially expanded to include the reduced nuclide decay schemes with a
total of 50 examples.

The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Fold-out Chart (A4)

The Roll Map (170x120cm).

New 9th Edition (2015) of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
The Auditorium Chart, 43 cm x
316 cm.

Na 22 in the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart. The reduced reduced decay scheme
(right) helps to understand the nuclide box (left) contents.

The Karlsruhe Nuclide "Carpet"
(approximate dimensions
100 cm x 650 m). Courtesy
CERN

Since its first edition in 1958, the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart has provided
scientists and students with structured and accurate information on the halflives and decay modes of radionuclides, as well as the energies of emitted
radiation. Beyond the more traditional physical sciences such as health physics
and radiation protection, nuclear radiochemistry and astrophysics, the chart is
now in common use in life and earth sciences such as biology, medicine,
agriculture and geology. An important characteristic of the chart is its great
didactic value for education and training in nuclear sciences. It has been used in
training programmes worldwide and is a valuable addition to many books on
nuclear science including school physics books.
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Conferences / Meetings 2015
Training Courses 2015
Nucleonica
Training Courses
For more information on
Nucleonica training courses
see…
Nucleonica Training
Participating in a Nucleonica
training course is the most
effective way of learning to
use Nucleonica’s tools.

Nucleonica Training Course, 16-17 June 2015, DG ENER Luxembourg
Introduction to Nucleonica: Core Applications and Case Studies, DG ENER
Luxembourg. This 2-day training course took place at the offices of the
European Commission’s DG ENER in Luxembourg during the 16-17 June 2015.
This was an intermediate level training course which focused mainly on the
Nucleonica core applications and Case Studies. A detailed description of nuclear
data with particular reference to the various Nucleonica nuclear databases was
given. Core applications were demonstrated through the use of Nucleonica
applications such as the Mass Activity Converter, Nuclide Mixtures, Decay
Engine++, and Dosimetry and Shielding++.

Are you interested?
Please contact us at:
info@nucleonica.com

Dedicated, in depth
training onsite for your
organisation
We
provide
dedicated
training onsite for staff in
your
organization
on
request. Courses focus on
decommissioning & waste
management
nuclear
security,
environmental
radioactivity, etc., or on
particular
Nucleonica
applications.

Gamma spectrum of reactor grade Pu simulated using a HPGe detector
Special focus of the training course was on the generation of gamma spectra
(using Nucleonica’s Gamma Spectrum Generator) and the interpretation of
measured spectra using WESPA (Web Spectrum Analyser). DG ENER
participants were from the safeguards and radiation protection departments.
Nucleonica presentation at JRC Ispra, September 2015
An overview of Nucleonica was given at the 6th International Summer School on
Operational

Issues

in

Radioactive

Waste

Management

and

Nuclear

Decommissioning, 14-18 September 2015, at JRC Ispra in Italy.

Nucleonica training course in Freiburg, November 2015
This training course took place again at the offices of the Federal Office for
Radiation Protection (Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz BfS) in Freiburg, during the
25-26 November 2015. This was an introductory training course mainly for
newcomers which focused mainly on the Nucleonica core applications with
emphasis on Case Studies.
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Thank you!
Careers
Nucleonica
is
looking
for
scientific software developers
with a physics and informatics
background, who would like to
grow with us, who share
integrity, intellectual curiosity
and the desire to work in a
collegial atmosphere with likeminded
people.
Nucleonica
offers full and part time jobs.

The Nucleonica Team would like to thank the many organizations which have
signed up for Premium use of Nucleonica during 2015 (see our list of our
customers) and we look forward to working with you in 2016.
Nucleonica would like to thank everyone who has contributed during 2015.
Thanks also to Dr. Zsolt Soti from JRC ITU for the collaboration on the new 9th
edition (2015) of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart. We acknowledge the assistance
of Dr. Mustafa Tufan from the Ondokuz Mayis University, for collaboration on
the Range and Stopping Power application.

You should have experience in:




Software development in
VB, C#
Experience in HTML5, CSS,
PHP, etc.
Client and server side
development with
JavaScript

Internships are available to
undergraduate and advanced
degree students throughout the
year. We are also open for
collaborations
and
meeting
potential partners.

In
2015
Nucleonica
has
made
Médecins Sans Frontières and UNICEF.

donations

to

SOS

Kinderdorf,

If you would like to apply,
simply send us your CV and
cover letter by email to:
joseph.magill@nucleonica.com

Nucleonica GmbH is a spin-off
from the JRC’s Institute for
Transuranium Elements

Impressum
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The mission of Nucleonica is to
provide you with the most
reliable online tools for nuclear
science
applications,
easy
access to the latest nuclear
data, and to make nuclear
education and training more
effective and interesting.

The Nucleonica Newsletter is prepared by Nucleonica GmbH,
Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
E-Mail: info@nucleonica.com
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Copyright © Nucleonica GmbH 2016, developed under a License of the
European Atomic Energy Community. All rights reserved.
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